PHILLIPS CAMP EARLY RESIDENTS 1948-1954 . (Basil Shannon)
The Phillips camp was built in the late 40's to provide urgently needed housing for a growing
workforce at the plant. My family arrived in 1948 and waded mud to get to brand new 311
3rd street before the driveway had been built. Herein is an attempt to record the early
residents of those houses. Hundreds of families would live there over the years before the
houses were either moved or torn down and the camp faded into history. See Old Ocean
Fades Into History for more stuff.

BASED ON 1950 & 1954 PHONE BOOKS
The phone books made it possible to get house numbers and better approximate how the
streets were laid out. The listings are a snapshot of who was in the house at the time the
book was published. See Grab Bag for complete copies of both books. It is known that some
families moved from one house to another so the place was sort of an anthill.

TANK FARM

4TH STREET CONTINUED

It is interesting that the phone book in 1950 had strange 1,2 or 3 digit numbers for Sweeny.
Yes, dial 1 for Kimmey & Boswell. Many would have required the operator.

Old Ocean was listed separately with 3 digits starting with 6 & 7. Abson Dr was across the
highway from the Yellow Houses. East Walk must have been in the yellow houses. LeMaster
Center was the "Mall" next to the camp and had apartments on the 2nd floor, entered by
stairs in the back. Building still there 2015.

By 1954 the numbers were mostly 4 digit with a smattering of odd numbers requiring the
operator. Sweeny numbers started with 2 & Old Ocean, highway 35 & Sweeny highway with
4. An address like 106 West Walk must have been in the yellow houses. Now you dial 2111
for Kimmey & Boswell.

BASED ON CHILDHOOD MEMORIES OF EARLY RESIDENTS NOW MOSTLY IN THEIR 70'S
In the beginning, we sent out dozens of e-mails trying to piece together who lived where
from about 1948 to the early 50's and attempted to construct a map based on VERY OLD
memories. The map left a lot to be desired but sparked a lot of childhood memories for
many. You will notice a lot of differences here to the map based on the phone books so who
knows. Fun trip down the proverbial memory lane……full of pot holes at this age!

1995 houses gone, some streets visible. Future bypass overlaid in yellow.

2006 before bypass. 6th street at top to be covered over by bypass.

2008 after bypass built over 6th street

2008

2014 November

2014 November. Area appears to be used for storage of construction materials.

REUNION……………..John McManus, Ann Waldby Underhill, Vance Underhill (all 1st Street)
and Corky Johnson (3rd Street).

